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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, various extensions and generalizations of the classical variational inequality theory 
have been considered and studied. The papers of Harker-Pang [1] and Noor, Noor and Rassias [2] 
provide excellent surveys on the developments of the classical variational inequality theory in 
finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces and infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, respectively. 
One of the most interesting and important problems in the theory of variational inequality is 
the development of an efficient iterative algorithm to compute approximate solutions. One of the 
most effective numerical techniques i the project method. We observe that the project method 
cannot be applied for general mixed type variational inequalities. That fact motivated many 
authors to develop the auxiliary principle technique to study the existence of solutions of various 
variational inequalities, as well as to develop a large number of numerical methods for solving 
various variational inequalities, complementarity problems, and optimization problems (e.g., see 
[3-17]. Recently, Noor put forward the following open problem many times in [2,11,16]: extending 
the auxiliary principle technique for quasi-variational inequalities is still an open problem and 
this needs further research efforts. 
In 1989, Chang and Zhu [18] first introduced a class of variational inequalities for fuzzy map- 
pings. Since then, several classes of variational inequalities with fuzzy mappings were considered 
by Chang and Huang [19], Noor [20,21], and Suang [22]. 
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In this paper, we shall introduce and study a new class of mixed implicit quasi-variational 
inequalities with fuzzy mappings. By applying the auxiliary variational principle, some existence 
theorems of solutions for mixed implicit quasi-variational inequalities with fuzzy mappings are 
proved. A novel and innovative iterative algorithm to compute approximate solutions is suggested 
and analyzed. The convergence criteria is also given. As special cases of these results, the open 
problem mentioned by Noor in [2,11,16] is answered positively. Our results generalize a number 
of known results to mixed quasi-variational inequalities with fuzzy mappings. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let H be a real Hilbert space with norm II" I[ and inner product (., .). Let $-(H) be a collection 
of all fuzzy sets over H. A mapping T : H --, 9V(H) is said to be a fuzzy mapping. For each 
x • H, T(x) (denote it by Tx, in the sequel) is a fuzzy set on H and Tx(y) is the membership 
function of y in Tx. 
A fuzzy mapping T : H ~ .~(H) is said to be closed if for each x • H, the function y ~ Tx(y) 
is upper semicontinuous, i.e., for any given {ya} c H satisfying Ya --~ Y0 • H, lim sup,~Tx(ya) <_ 
Tx(yo). For B • $-(H) and A • [0, 1], the set (B)~ = {x • H : B(x) >_ A} is called a A-cut set 
of B. A closed fuzzy mapping T : H ~ $-(H) is said to satisfy Condition A if there exists a 
function a : H -* [0, 1] such that for each x • H, (Tx)a(x) is a nonempty bounded subset of H. 
It is clear that if T : H -~ 5C(H) is a closed fuzzy mapping satisfying the condition A, then for 
each x • H, (Tx)a(x) • CB(H) where CB(H) denotes the family of all nonempty bounded closed 
subsets of H. In fact, let {Ya}~r C (Tx)a(x) be a net and y~ --* Y0 • H. Then Tx(y,~) >_ a(x) 
for each a • F. Since T is closed, we have 
Tx (Y0) _> lim sup~erTx (Ya) _> a(x). 
This implies Y0 • (Tx)a(x) and so (Tx)a(x) • CB(H). 
Let T, A : H ~ $'(H) be two closed fuzzy mapping satisfying the condition A. Then there 
exist functions a,c : H ---* [0,1] such that for each x • H, (Tx)a(x), (Ax)c(x) • CB(H). Hence, 
we can define set-valued T, A : H ~ CB(H) by 
:F(x) = (Tx)a(x), A(z) = (Ax)c(x), Vx • H. 
In the sequel, T, A are called the set-valued mappings induced by the fuzzy mappings T, A, 
respectively. 
Let K : H -+ 2 H be a set-valued mapping such that for each x • H, K(x) is a closed convex 
subset of H. Let N : H x H -* H be a single-valued mapping and b : H x H --* R be a real 
function satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) b(x, y) is linear in the first argument; 
(2) b(x, y) is convex in the second argument; 
(3) b(x, y) is bounded, i.e., there exists a constant v > 0 such that 
(4) for all x, y, z • H, 
b(x,y) <_ vilxi] HYI]; 
b(x, y) - b(x, z) < b(z, y - z). 
We consider the Mixed Implicit Quasi-Variational Inequality Problem with Fuzzy Mappings 
(MIQVIPFM): 
Find 5, fi, ~) E H such that 
& E g (~) ,  T~(fi) >_ a(&), A~(,)) _> c(~), and (2.1) 
(N(fi, O) ,y -5 )  >b(5 ,5 ) -b (5 ,  y), Vy•K(5) .  
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Special Cases 
(I) If T, A : H ~ CB(H)  are classical set-valued mappings, we can define the fuzzy mappings 
T, A : H --* ~'(H) by 
x ~ XT(x), X ~ XA(x), VX • H, 
where )iT(x), XA(x) are the characteristic functions of T(x) and A(x), respectively. Taking 
a(x) = c(x) = 1, Vx • H, the MIQVIPFM (2.1) is equivalent to the following Generalized 
Mixed Implicit Quasi- Variational Inequality Problem GMIQVIP: 
find ~ • H, fi • T (&), and ~3 • A (&) such that 
(2.2) 
~•K(Sc) ,  (N(fi, O) ,y -Sc)>b(&, ]c ) -b (~. ,y ) ,  Vy • K(~).  
(II) If N(u,v)  = f (u)  + g(v), Vu, v • H where f ,g  : H ~ H are two single-valued mappings, 
then the MIQVIPFM (2.1) reduces to the mixed quasi-variational inequality problem with 
fuzzy mappings 
find ~, fi, ~3 • H such that 
• g (~) ,  T~(f i )>a(~) ,  As(~)_>c(~), and (2.3) 
( f (~)+g(O) ,y -&)>_b(2 ,k ) -b (&,y ) ,  Vy • K,(2). 
In many important applications, K(x)  has the following form: 
K(x)  = m(x) + K, Vx • H, (2.4) 
where m : H --+ H is a single-valued mapping and K is a closed convex subset of H. 
In brief, for appropriate choices of the mappings T, A, N, K, b, and functions a, c, it is easy to 
see that the MIQVIPFM (2.1) includes a number of extensions and generalizations of generalized 
(mixed) variational inequalities, generalized (mixed) quasi-variational inequalities problems as 
special cases, for example, see [1-6,11,14,16,20,21,23-26] and the references therein. 
We shall need the following definitions and results. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let T : H ---* CB(H)  be a set-valued mapping. A mapping N : H x H ~ H is 
said to be 
(i) a-strongly monotone with respect to T in the first argument ff there exists a constant 
a > 0 such that 
(N(u , . ) -N(v , . ) ,x -y )>_a[ [x -y [ [  2, Vx, y•H,  u•T(x ) ,  v•T(y ) ;  
( i i )  /3-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument if there exists a constant ~ >_ 0 such that 
I IN(u,  .) - N(v, .)[] </~llu - vii, Vu, v e H. 
In a similar way, we can define the ~-Lipschitz continuity of N(., .) in the second argument. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A mapping m : H x H --, H is said to be a-Lipschitz continuous if there exists 
a constant a > 0 such that 
l ira(x)- re(y)] I _< a l lx -  yl], W,y  • H. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f : H -* H be a single-valued mapping and T : H ~ CB(H)  be a 
set-valued mapping. 
(i) f is said to be a-strongly monotone with respect to T if there exists a constant a > 0 
such that 
( f (u ) - f (v ) ,x -y}>_a l lx -Y [ I  2, Vx, y6H,  u6T(x) ,  v6T(y ) .  
(ii) T is said to be ~-~I-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant ~/ > 0 such that 
~I(T(x) ,T(y))  < 71Ix - yll, Vx, y • H, 
where H(., .) is the Hausdorffmetric on CB(H) .  
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In order to solve the MIQVIPFM (2.1), we consider the following auxiliary variational inequal- 
ity problem with fuzzy mappings: for any given ~ • H, fi 6 :~(~), and 9 • .4(~) where T, 
are the set-valued mappings induced by the fuzzy mappings T, A, respectively, find a unique 
-- z0(~, ~, 9) 6 K(~) such that 
(ffJ, y -~)  >_ (~,y -~)  -p (N(~,~) ,y -~)+pb(Z ,  ff~) -pb(~,y ) ,  Vy 6 K($) ,  (2.5) 
where p > 0 is constant. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let K : H --* 2 H be such that for each x • H, K(x)  is a nonempty closed convex 
subset of H. Let T, A : H --* ~(H)  be closed fuzzy mappings atisfying the condition A and 
T, A : H ~ CB(  H) be the set-valued mappings induced by the fuzzy mappings T, A, respectively. 
Let N : H x H -~ H and b : H x H --* R be such that for any given ~ • H, the functional 
y ~-* b(Z,y) is proper convex and lower semicontinuous on H. Then, for any given ~ • H, 
• :F(~), and ~ • .4(X), the functional J : K(~2) -* R defined by 
1 
J(y) = ~(y,y) + J(Y), 
j (y) = p (N ((~, ~), y - ~)) + pb (~, y) - (~, y) 
(2.6) 
has a unique minimum point ff~ = w(~2, ~, ~) in K(~) and ~ is the unique minimum point of J on 
K(~) if and only if (~, fi, ~) is a unique solution of the auxiliary variational inequality problem 
with fuzzy mappings (2.5). 
PROOF. Since the functional y ~ (N(~,V) ,y -  ~) is continuous and linear and y ~-. b(~,y) 
is proper convex lower semicontinuous on K(~), it is easy to see that j (y) is proper convex 
lower semicontinuous on K(~) and J(y) is a strictly convex and lower semicontinuous functional 
on K(~). By Theorem 2.5 of [27, p. 25], j is bounded from below by a hyperplane 7(Y) = (h, y)+r,  
where h • H and r • R. Hence, we have 
j (y )  = ~(y,y) + j(y) > [ [y l l2+(h ,y)+r  
= l [[y + hiI2 -1iih[[2 + r. 
It follows that 
J(y) ~ co, as IlYll -* c~. 
Now let {Yn} C K(~) be a minimizing sequence of J on K(~), i.e., 
limn--.ooJ(yn) =d and d= inf J(y). 
yeg($) 
We claim that {Yn} is bounded. If it is false, then there exists a subsequence {Ynk} of {Yn} 
such that [lY-kll >- k, k = 1,2, . . . .  By (2.7), we have J(Ynk) ~ oo which contradicts the fact 
limk--.oo J(Yn~) = d < co. Therefore, there exists a constant rl > 0 such that 
{Y,} C K(~)NB(O,  rl ) = {y • K (~) :  ]IYll <- r l}.  
By the Weierstrass theorem (see [28, p. 24]), there exists ~ • K(~) such that 
J (~) - -  min J(y). 
veK(~) 
From the strict convexity of J,  it follows that ~ is a unique minimizing point of J on K(~). Now 
suppose v0 = w(~,fi,~) is a unique minimizing point of J on K(5:), we show that @ is also a 
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solution of the auxiliary variational inequality (2.5). For any y • K(2) and t • [0, 1], we have 
j (to) = 21 (to, to) + j (to) _< J (to + t (y - to)) 
= 1 (to + t (y  - to ) , to  + ~(y  - to)) + j  (to +t (~ - to)) 
2 
1 t 2 
<- ~ (to, to) + 2 (U - to, U - to) 
+ t (to, y - to) + j (to) + t ( j(y) - j ( to)) .  
It follows that 
t 
(y - to ,  y - to )  + (to, y - to )  + j (y )  - j ( to )  >_ 0. 
Letting t --* 0 in the above inequality, we obtain 
(to, y - to) + p (N  (fi, ~), y - 2) + pb (2, y) - (2, y) - p (N  (~, ~), to - ~.) - pb (~, to) + (~., to) >_ O. 
Therefore, we have 
(to, y - to )  > (2, y - to ) -p (N(~,~) ,y - to )+pb(~. , to ) -pb(~,y ) ,  rye  K(~) .  (2.8) 
This proves that to -- w(2, fi, ~) is a solution of the auxiliary variational inequality problem 
with fuzzy mappings (2.5). Conversely, suppose that to is a solution of the auxiliary variational 
inequality (2.5). By (2.8), we have 
1 1 
[(y,  y)  - (to, to)] = ~ [(to + y - ,.,,, w + y - to) - (to, to)] 
1 
= (to, y - to) + ~ (Y - to, y - to) _> (to, y - to) 
_> (~, y) - (2, tO) - p iN (fi, ~), y - to) 
+ pb (2, to) - pb (2, y) 
= (2, y) - (2,  to) - p (N  (fi, ~), y - 2)  + p iN  (fi, ~), to - 2)  
+ pb (~, to) - pb (~., y) ,  V y • K (~.). 
It follows that J (y)  >_ J(to) for all y • K(2), and hence, J(to) = minueK(~) J (y).  This completes 
the proof. 
3. EXISTENCE AND ALGORITHM OF SOLUTIONS 
From Lemma 2.1, we observe that for each given x E H, u e T(x), and v E A(x), we can define 
a mapping x ~ w = w(x,  u, v), where w(x,  u, v) E K (x )  is a unique solution of the auxiliary 
variational inequality with fuzzy mappings (2.5). Now define a set-valued mapping F : H -~ 2 H 
by 
U U 
where w(x,  u, v) E K (x )  is the unique solution of the auxiliary variational inequality with fuzzy 
mappings (2.5) connected with x e H, u • T(x), and v • ,4(x). Since T(x), .4(x) • CB(H)  for 
each x • H, it is easy to see that F(x)  • CB(H)  for each x • H. We also observe that 2 • H is a 
fixed point of F if and only if there exist fi • :F(~) and ~ • A(2) such that 2 = w(2, fi, ~) • K(~) 
is the unique solution of the auxiliary variational inequality with fuzzy mappings (2.5), and hence, 
we must have 
• , u, v E H, such that 
eg(~) ,  T~(~)>a(~) ,  A~(~)>c(~) ,  and 
(N (fi, ~), y - 5: / > b (2, ~) - b (~, y), Vy e g (~), 
i.e., (~, fi, ~) is a solution of the MIQVIPFM (2.1). 
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Based on the observation, we can suggest the following innovative iterative algorithm to com- 
pute the approximate solution of the MIQVIPFM (2.1). 
ALGORITHM 3.1. ITERATIVE ALGORITHM. 
(1) At n = 0, start with some x0 • H, u0 • T(xo), and Vo •/i(x0). Let Xl = W(Xo, uo, vo) E 
F(xo) C K(xo) be the unique solution of the auxiliary variational inequality with fuzzy 
mappings (2.5). By [28], there exist Ul • T(xl) and Vl • A(Xl) such that 
I [ul -  u0H <_ (1+ 1)H (T(Xl ) ,T(x0)) ,  
[Iv1- v0H _< (1 + I)H (A (xl) ,.4(x0)) • 
(2) At step n, solve auxiliary variational inequality with fuzzy mappings (2.5) with xn = 
w(xn-l,Un-l,Vn-1) • F(xn-1) C K(xn-1), u~ • T(x~), and vn • .4(x~) and let xn+l = 
w(xn, un, vn) • F(xn) C K(xn) be the unique solution of the auxiliary variational problem 
with fuzzy mappings (2.5). By [28], there exist un+l • T(Xn+l) and Vn+l • -4(x,~+1) such 
that 
][Un+l-unll _< (1 + (1 +n)  -1) H (T(Xn+l) ,T(xn)) ,  
[[Wn+l--Wn[[ ~ (1 -~ (1 -f-n) -1) H (A(Xn+l),A(xn)) . 
(3) If, for given e > 0, {[Xn+l - xn[[ _< e, stop. Otherwise, repeat (2). 
REMARK 3.1. Algorithm 3.1 is an interesting way of computing the approximate solutions of 
the MIQVIPFM (2.1) as long as either the auxiliary variational inequality problem with fuzzy 
mappings (2.5) or the auxiliary minimizing problem of the functional J defined by (2.6) in 
Lemma 2.1 is easier to solve than the MIQVIPFM (2.1). 
We now prove the existence of solutions of the MIQVIPFM (2.1) and the convergence of the 
Algorithm 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K : H ---, 2 H be a set-valued mapping such that each K(x) has the form 
(2.4). Let T, A : H ~ ~(H) be closed fuzzy mappings atisfying the condition A and T, A : H --* 
CB(H) be the set-valued mappings induced by the fuzzy mappings T, A, respectively. Let T and 
.4 be "r-tt-Lipschitz continuous and #-H -Lipschitz continuous, respectively. Let N : H x H ~ H 
be a-strongly monotone with respect o T and/~-Lipschitz continuous in the first argument. 
Let N(-, .) be ~-Lipschitz continuous in the second argument. Let m : H ~ H be a-Lipschitz 
continuous and b : H x H -* R satisfy Conditions 1-4. Suppose that there exists a constant 
p > 0 such that 
k=#~+u,  pk+2a<l ,  a > k + ~/(;32"/2 - k2) 4a(1 - a), 
J(o~ - k) 2 - (;3272 - k 2) 4o'(1 - a) (3.1) oz -k  
Then the iterative sequences {xn}, {un}, and {vn} defined by Algorithm 3.1 converge strongly 
to x, u, and 9, respectively, and (~,fi,~) is a solution of the MIQVIPFM (2.1). 
PROOF. First we prove that for any given ~ E H, ~ E T(5:), and ~ E A(~), the auxiliary 
variational inequality with fuzzy mappings (2.5) has a unique solution ~ = w(~, ~, ~) E K(5:). It 
is easy to see that the functional 
y ~-* (N (fi, ~), y - ~) 
is continuous and linear. From Assumptions 2-4 of b, it follows that the functional y ~-. b(£, y) 
is also convex and continuous. By  Lemma 2.1, the auxiliary variational inequality with fuzzy 
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mappings (2.5) has a unique solution ~ = w(Z, fi,~) in K(~). Hence, Algorithm 3.1 is well 
defined. By Algorithm 3.1, we have {x~), {un}, {Vn}, and (Wn} • K (xn)  satisfying the following 
conditions: for all n _> 0, 
xn+l=wn=w(xn ,  un,vn) eF (xn)CK(xn) ,  un•T(xn) ,  vn• -4(xn) ,  
[[Un+l- unll <_ (1 + (1 + n) -1) H (T (xn+a),T (xn)), (3.2) 
[[Vn+l--Vnll ~ (1 + (1 + n) -1) H ( .A (Xn+i ) ,A (xn) ) ,  
and 
(wn, y - wn) >_ (xn, y - wn) - p (N  (un, vn) ,  y - wn) 
(3.3) 
+pb(xn ,W,O-pb(xn ,  y ),  VyEK(xn) ,  
(Wn+l, Y - Wn+l) >_ (Xn+l, y - Wn+l) - p (N  (Un+l, Vn+l) , y -- Wn+l) 
(3.4) 
+pb(Xn+l ,Wn+l)  - pb(xn+l ,y ) ,  Vy  E K (xn+l ) .  
Adding ( -m(Xn) ,  y - Wn) to tWO sides of the inequality (3.3) and then, taking y = wn+l - 
m(xn+l) + re(x, 0 • g (xn) ,  we obtain 
(Wn - m(xn)  ,Wn+l -- m(Xn+l)  + m(Xn)  -- Wn) 
~__ (X n -- m (Xn)  ,wn+ 1 -- m (Xn+l) -I'- m (Xn)  -- Wn)  
(3.5) 
- p (N  (un,  vn) ,  W n + l  - -  /D, (Xn+l)  "q- m (xn)  - Wn) 
+ pb (xn, wn) - pb (xn, Wn+i  - -  m (xn+l) + m (xn)) .  
Adding ( -m(xn+x) ,  y - wn+x) to two sides of the inequality (3.4) and then, taking y = wn - 
m(Xn) + m(Xn+l)  • K(Xn+I),  we obtain 
(w .+ l  - re (x , ,+1) ,~, ,  - m (x . )  + m (Xr,+l ) - ~,,+~) 
~__ (Xn+l  -- m(Xn+l ) ,Wn - m(Xn)  +m(Xn+l )  -- Wn+i) 
(3.6) 
- p (N  (Un+l ,  vn+l ) ,  wn - m (Xn) + m (Xn+l)  - Wn+l) 
+ pb (Xn+l, Wn+l) -- pb (Xn+l, wn - m (Xn) + m (Xn+l)) , 
Adding the inequalities (3.5) and (3.6), by using the assumptions of b(., .), we have 
(wn -Wn+x - m (xn) + m (Xn+l), W n - -  Wn+ 1 - -  m (Xn) "~ m (Xn+l)) 
~__ (Z n -- Xn+ 1 -- m (Xn) + m (Xn+l), Wn - Wn+l  - m (X.n) -{'- Tt't (Xn+l)) 
+ p (N  (un ,  Vn) ,  Wn+l  " m (Xn+l) -.1- m (Xn)  - Wn) 
+ p (N  (un+,, vn+l),  Wn - m (xn) + m (xn+l) - Wn+i) 
+ ~0 [b ( - -Xn ,  Wn)  -- b ( -Xn ,  Wn+ 1 - m (Xn+l) q'- m (Xn))  
+b (Xn+l, Wn - m (Xn) + m (Xn+l)) - b (Xn+l, Wn+l) ]
~__ (X  n - -  Xn+ 1 - -  m (xn) + m (Xn+l), w,~ - Wn+l  - m (xn) + m (Xn+l)) 
- p (N  (Un, Vn) - N (Un+l ,  Vn+a) ,  Wn - Wn+l  - m (Xn) + m (Xn+l) )  
+ pb (xn+x - xn) ,  Wn - wn+x - m (Xn) + m (Xn+l) (3.7) 
<_ (xn - xn+l - p (Y  (un, vn) - Y (un+l, Vn)), wn - wn+l - m (xn) + m(Xn+l))  
- (m (xn)  - m (Xn+l ) ,  wn - w,~+l - m (z,~) + m (xn+l ) )  
- p (N (Un+l, Vn) -- N (Un+l, Vn+l), Wn -- Wn+l  -- m (Xn) + m (Xn+l)) 
+ pb (Xn+l - x~) ,  Wn - wn+l - m (xn) + ra (xn+a) 
= {lira (zn)  -m (x,,+l) l l  + I Ix.  -Xn+l  - -p (N(u . ,v . )  -N(Un+l ,Vn) ) l l  
+p IIN (Un+l, Vn+l) - -  N (Un+X, Vn)ll + pV ItXn - Xn+a 11} 
x IIw,, - w.+a -m(x~)  + m (Xn+l)l l  • 
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It follows from (3.7) that 
I lw. - Wn+l  II --< 2 lira (z . )  - m (Xn+l)ll 4- IlZn - 3~n+l  - -  P (N (Un, vn) - N CUrt+I, Vn) )tt 
+ P IIN (u .+ i ,  v,,+l) - g (u,,+x, Vn)II 4- pU IlZn -- Z,.+I I1" 
(3.s) 
I I z .  - Zn+a -- p [N (Un, vn) - N (Un+l, Vn)lll 2 
= I Ix .  - x .+x l l  2 - 2p <N(un, Vn) -- N(un+a, vn), Xn - Xn+l) 
+ p2 I Ig (u . ,v . )  - g (u .+ l ,V . ) l l  2 
_< IIx,, - Xn+all 2 - 2po~ IIx. - x,.+lll 2 + p2~2 Ilu,, - un+all 2 
< (1 -  2per)[Ixn- Xn+l II 2 4- p2,~2 [(1 4- (1 + n) -1) H (T (xn), T (Xn+l))]2 
<_ [ l -2p~4-p21~272(X4-(14-n)-1)2] l lXn-Xn+1112. 
(3.9) 
By using ~-Lipschitz continuity of N(., .) in the second argument and #-H-Lipschitz continuity 
of A, we have 
IIN (u .+ l ,  Vn+l) - -  N (Un+l, Vn)ll <-- ~ IlVn - Vn+l l l  
<_~(1 4-(1 4-n) - l ) f f I ( .A (xn) ,A(Xn+l ) )  
< ~# (1 4- (1 4- n)-')llz,, -X .+ l l l  • 
(3.1o) 
Since m is a-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
l ira (Xn) -- m (Xn+l) l l  < a IlZn -- Xn+l l l  • (3.11) 
It follows from (3.8)-(3.11) that 
f / 
IlWn -- Wn+xll < / #1 -- 2pa  + p22~%,2 (1 4- (1 4- n) - l )  2 
[#~ (1 + (1 4- n) -1) 4- v] + 2a} +p I Ix .  Xn+IH 
= (tn (p) + pkn + 2a)I Iz.  - xn+lll 
= 0,, IIx. - x, ,+l l l ,  
where 
On = tn(p) 4- pkn 4- 2a, kn = tt~ (1 4- (1 4- n) -1) 4- u, 
tn(p) --- ~/1 - 2po~ 4- p2~2"72 (1 4- (1 4- n) - l )  2. 
It follows that 
HXn+I - xn+211 = HWn - wn+lll < On Ilxn - xn+l]l • (3.12) 
Letting 0 = t (p)+pk+2a, t(p) = ~1 - 2pa + p2f~272 , and k =/z~+v,  we have that tn(p) --* t(p), 
kn --* k, and On ~ 0 as n ~ oo. It follows from (3.1) that 0 < 1. Hence, there exist 00 < 1 and 
no > 0 such that 0n _< 80 < 1 for all n __ no. Therefore, it follows from (3.12) that {xn} is a 
Since N(., .) is c~-strongly monotone with respect to T and ~-Lipschitz continuous in the first 
argument and T is 7-H-Lipschitz continuous, we have 
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Cauchy sequence and we can assume that xn --* ~ E H. Since T and A are both H-Lipschitz 
continuous, by (3.2), we have 
Hun+,-un[[ <_ (1 + (1 q -n ) - ' )H  (T (xn+,) ,T (x,~)) _< (1 + (1 + n) - ' )~  [[x~+,-xn[[, 
Hvn+,-vn[[ <_ (1 + ( l+n) - ' )H  ( .4(xn),A(xn- , ) )  <_ (1 + e l+n) - ' )#[ [xn+, -xn[ [ .  
Therefore {u~} and {v~} are also Cauchy sequences. Let un --* ~ and vn --* ~ as n -~ oo. Note 
that un E T(xn),  we have 
_< I Ia - u,.,ll + 7 IIx,-, - :~11 ~ o, as n ~ ~.  
Hence, we must have ~ E T(~). Similarly, we can obtain ~ E A(~). By Lemma 2.1, we may 
assume that ~ = w(~, fi, 0) is the unique solution of the auxiliary variational inequality with 
fuzzy mappings (2.5), i.e., 
(ffJ, y - f f l )  >_ (~,y - f f~) -p (N( f i ,~) ,y -~)+pb(~, f fO-pb(~, ,y  ), VyEK(~) .  (3.13) 
Now we prove • = ~. By applying (3.3), (3.13), and similar arguments as proving (3.8), we can 
prove that 
IIw~ - 'w l l  _< 2 IIm (x,-,) -m (~)11 + IIx~ -~-p(N(un,vn) - N ('a, v~))ll 
+ p I IN  (,a, ~,) - N (,a, v~)l l  + pv I1~,, - :~11 
_< (20- + 1 + p~,)I1~,, - .~11 + P~ live, - '~11 - "  0. 
Hence, we must have that xn+, = wn --* ~. Since xn --* ~, we must have ~ = ~. Noting ~ E T(~) 
and V E A(~), it follows from (3.13) that 
and 
~2 E K (~), Tz (fi) > a (~), As (0) > c (2) 
(N((f i ,~) ,y -~,)) > b(~,~,) -b (~, ,y ) ,  Vy e K(~,). 
Therefore, (2, fi, 0) is a solution of the MIQVIPFM (2.1). 
REMARK 3.2. Theorem 3.1 is new and answers positively the open problem put forward by Noor 
in [2,11,16] in a more general setting. We emphasize that T and A may be fuzzy mappings and 
T and A may not be compact-valued in Our Theorem 3.1. Hence, Theorem 3.1 generalizes many 
known results in [1,2,8,11,14,16,20,21,26,27] to the MIQVIPFM (2.1). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let T, A : H --* ~(H)  be closed fuzzy mappings atisfying the condition A and 
T, A : H --* C B( H) be the set-valued mappings induced by the fuzzy mappings T, A, respectively. 
Let T and .4 be 3, -t?I-Lipschitz and #-I-I-Lipschitz continuous, respectively. Let f : H --~ H 
be a-strongly monotone with respect to T and ~-Lipschitz continuous, and g : H -* H be 
~-Lipsehitz continuous. Let m : H --* H be a-Lipschitz continuous and b : H x H -~ R 
satisfy Conditions 1-4. Suppose that there exists a constant p > 0 such that condition (3.1) in 
Theorem (3.1). Then the iterative sequences {xn }, {un }, and {vn } generated by the Algorithm 3.1 
with N(u ,v )  -- f (u)  + g(v), Vu, v E H converge strongly to x, u, and 0, respectively, and (2, f~, 
0) is a solution of the mixed quasi-variational inequality problem with fuzzy mappings (2.3). 
PROOF. Define a mapping N : H x H ---* H by 
N(u,v)  = f (u)  + g(v), Vu, v E H. 
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Then we have 
[iN(u1,') - N(u2,.)l] = [if (Ul) - f (u2)ll ~ ~[[Ul - u2}[, vUl,U2 E H, 
and hence, N(., .) is fLLipschitz continuous in the first argument. In a similar way, we can prove 
that N(., .) is ~-Lipschitz continuous in the second argument. Since f is a-strongly monotone 
with respect o T, we have 
(N (Ul, .) - -  N (u2, "), xl - x2) = (f (Us) - f (u2), Xl - x2) 
_>allxx-x211 =, VXl,XzEH, UlET(Xl), u2ET(x2),  
and so N(.,-) is a-strongly monotone with respect o :F in the first argument. It is easy to see 
that all conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. The conclusion follows from Theorem 3.1. 
REMARK 3.3. Theorem 3.2 generalized the corresponding results of Noor in [20,21] in several 
aspects. For suitable choices of the mappings T, A, f, g, K, and b, Theorem 3.2 also includes a 
number of known results in [1,2,8,11,14,16,20,21,26,27] as special cases. 
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